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The invention disclosed and claimed in this application 
relates to metallic pads made from metallic strands and 
to methods of forming such pads. Such metallic pads 
are used for a variety of purposes including pads for 
cushioning, pads for ?lters, pads for cleaning, bu?ing and 
?nishing, pads for sound deadening, pads for space ?ll 
ing and many other purposes. My invention applies to 
all types of such metallic pads. However, for the pur 
pose of illustration, my invention is illustrated herein by 
a metallic pad for cleaning, bu?ing and ?nishing, such 
pad being formed according to my invention, and by 
apparatus for forming such a pad according to the meth 
ods of my invention. 

Metal pads are in general use for a variety of purposes 
including such uses as cleaning, bu?ing, ?nishing, ?lter 
ing, sound insulation, etc. It has, however, often been 
considered necessary or desirable to reinforce many pads 
used for cushioning, bu?ing and cleaning purposes by 
weaving, stitching, welding or adhering by resin etc. or 
by the use of wire, string or clips in order to maintain 
the shape and resilience of such pads. 
On the other hand, in other ?elds of use many mate 

rials are made by a felting process. Many felts of ani 
mal, vegetable and synthetic ?bers are customarily made 
by (a) chopping the ?bers into short lengths, (b) form— 
ing them into a loose blanket by passing the ?bers through 
a garnetting (distributing) machine, and (c) passing 
these blankets through a needle loom which interweaves 
the ?bers by passing through the blanket a multiplicity 
of “felting needles.” Felting needles have jagged barbs 
or teeth such that when they are forced through a blanket 
like one of those described above, they push some of the 
short top ?bers down through the lower ones so that these 
displaced ?bers bind the upper layers with the ones be 
low it. (Sometimes a web of open fabric such as bur 
lap is inserted between two such blankets.) Then be 
cause such a needle uses the ?shhook principle in reverse, 
it is drawn from the compacted (i.e. “felted”) material 
with relative ease and without disturbing the binding. 
To the best of our knowledge, no one is making or has 

made, a felt of metallic ?bers prior to our invention. 
No one is at the present time making commercially a felt 
of metallic ?bers. We have had metallic ?bers felted by 
a conventional loom and the results thereof were most 
successful and encouraging. The blankets which we sup 
plied for felting (in contrast with those which are usually 
fed into a needle loom) were not made of short ?bers. 
Instead, some of them were made (by the method cov 
ered by Seelenbinder Patent 2,981,016) of continuous 
ribbons of metallic wool. We also took blankets manu 
factured by the Seelenbinder process and cut these into 
smaller rectangular blankets which We felted in the same 
way in a conventional loom. In our felted blankets with 
the use of continuous strands of metallic wool rather 
than short lengths, we have the obvious advantage of 
greater strength. With short lengths the strength of the 
resulting felt depends largely upon, how completely the 
?bers are intertwined. With long continuous lengths 
there is the added factor of the strength of the metallic 
wool itself. While we have described the pads above as 
being made of metallic wool generally and at times 
hereinafter speci?cally may refer to them as being made 
of steel wool ?bers, yet it is to be understood that they 
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can be made of any type of metal ?bers such as for ex 
ample, without limitation, steel wool, stainless steel wool, 
copper wool, brass wool, aluminum wool, etc. 
One object of my invention is the provision of a new 

and improved form of metallic pad. 
A further object of my invention is the provision of 

a new method of forming such metallic pads. 
A further object of my invention is the provision of 

an improved form of pad which will be highly resilient 
and porous and will not be subject to rapid deterioration 
by heat, pressure, or otherwise. 
A further object of my invention is the provision of 

a metal pad which can be formed simply and cheaply, 
but which will retain both its shape and resiliency for 
long periods of time. 
A further more speci?c object is to provide an im 

proved form of metallic cushion or pad which is highly 
resilient, of high efficiency and durability, is cheap in 
construction, is highly resistant to heat and other dete 
riorating in?uences, and which is relatively ?at on its top 
and bottom surfaces. 

Other objects, features and advantages of my invention 
will appear from the following description and claims 
and from the accompanying drawings illustrating speci?c 
embodiments of the invention. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a more or less diagrammatic view illustrating 

the felting process by which the layers of metallic strands 
are felted together; 

FIG. 2 is a view in plan of a fragment of a pad con 
structed according to my invention; 
FIG. 3 is a view in vertical section taken substantially 

on the line 3—3 of FIG. 2; and 
FIG. 4 is a view in perspective of the pad of FIG. 1 

which is being constructed according to my invention, 
but having an unfelted portion of one layer rolled back 
in order to show more clearly the construction of the pad. 

Referring speci?cally to the drawings it may be seen 
that I have shown in FIG. 1 a pad of metallic ?bers in 
the process of being felted together with a felting appara 
tus positioned above the pad and operating to felt the 
several layers of the pad together; Therein I have shown 
a pad 11 consisting of layers 12, 13 and 14 being felted 
by a felting apparatus 15. The felting apparatus in 
cludes a head 16, felting needles 17 and 18, a ?xed per 
forated stamping plate 19, and a perforated ?xed base 
plate 21. The head 16 is reciprocated upward and down 
ward with the result that the felting needles 17 and 18 
pierce the pad 11. Inasmuch as the barbs of the needles 
are arranged and formed opposite to the manner in which 
the barbs on a ?shhook are formed, they will, in their 
downward travel, pick up strands from the layer 14 and 
carry those strands through the layers 12 and 13 and 
also pick up strands from the layer 13 and carry those 
strands through the layer 12. On the return of those 
needles through the pad 11, the barbs cause no inter 
ference and the strands which have been pushed down 
ward through the layers 12 and 13 remain imbedded in 
the layers 12 and 13 with a result that the layers of the 
pad are ?rmly secured together by strands which have 
been pushed downward through the lower layers. This 
is the well-known felting process which has been applied 
to other types of material, but has not been applied, so 
far as I know, to metal ?bers, nor has it been applied to 
metal, or so far as I know, to other ?bers in which the 
strands are continuous, throughout the length and breadth 
of the pad. 
As previously stated, in the usual felting process the 

?bers are chopped into short lengths and then are gar 
netted so that they extend in many random directions. 
It is to be understood that in my structure the strands in 
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layer 12 extend substantially continuously lengthwise of 
the pad 11. The strands in layer 13 extend crosswise oi 
the pad and the strands in layer 14 of the pad extend 
lengthwise of the pad. Of course, the strands in layer 12 
could extend crosswise and the strands in layer 13 could 
extend lengthwise and the strands in layer 14 again cross 
wise. As suggested above, one excellent method of so 
positioning the layers relative to each other is by the 
process described in Seelenbinder Patent 2,981,016 and 
thereafter cutting the pad so formed into smaller pads of 
convenient or desired dimensions. Or the pad could be 
made up of two layers or of more than three layers in 
which case the strands of the adjacent layers would al 
ways extend in a direction crosswise to the strands of 
any one layer. Obviously the strands of the intermediate 
layer could run lengthwise while the strands of the outer 
layers could run crosswise. 

It is to be understood that the above described embodi 
ments of my invention are for the purpose of illustration 
only and various changes may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 

1 claim: 
1. A pad having a length and a breadth and consist 

ing of a plurality of layers of metallic strands secured 
together, substantially all of the strands of each layer 
extending substantially continuously in one direction, the 
most of the strands of at least one layer extending 
parallel to the breadth of the pad, and the most of the 
strands of at least another layer extending parallel to 
the length of the pad; in combination with means for 
securing the layers together consisting of a portion of 
a substantial number of strands of one layer, drawn and 
de?ected from the interior of said layer through the en 
tire thickness of an adjacent layer and to the opposite 
surface of such adjacent layer. 

2. A pad having a length and a. breadth and consist 
ing of a plurality of layers of metallic strands secured 
together, the most of the strands of each layer extending 
substantially in one direction, and the most of the strands 
of each layer extending in a direction substantially 90° 
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from the direction of the strands of the next adjacent 
layer; in combination with means for securing the layers 
together consisting of a portion of a substantial number 
of strands of one layer drawn from the interior of said 
layer through the entire thickness of an adjacent layer 
and to the opposite surface of such adjacent layer. 

3. A pad having a length and a breadth and consist— 
ing of three layers of metallic strands secured together, 
most of the strands of each layer extending substantially 
in one direction throughout the layer, the direction of the 
most of the strands of the intermediate layer being per 
pendicular to the direction of the strands of the outer 
layers; in combination with means for securing the layers 
together consisting of a substantial number of portions 
of strands of one outermost layer drawn from the in 
terior of said layer through the entire thickness of the 
intermediate layer and through the entire thickness of the 
other outermost layer and to the outer surface of such 
other outermost layer. 

4. The structure of claim 3 in which direction of the 
strands of the intermediate layer is crosswise of the pad 
and in which the direction of the strands of the outer 
layers is lengthwise of the pad. 

5. The structure of claim 1 in which the material of 
the strands is steel wool. 

6. The structure of claim 1 in which the material is 
stainless steel wool. 

7. The structure of claim 1 in which the material is 
aluminum wool. 

8. The structure of claim 1 in which the material is 
bronze wool. 
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